Activity Pack
We know these are difficult times so we thought we
would create something to keep you occupied. We
hope it helps.
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Quiz
Jokes
Word search and drawing challenge
Maths quiz and Poetry
Maze and word wheel
Read: My Shadow by Robert Louis Stevenson
Caption competition
Create a picture
Colour
Name the celebrity behind the glasses quiz
Quiz answers
Maths quiz answers and maze solution
Name the celebrity behind the glasses quiz answers
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Quiz
Finish the saying
I haven’t slept a ____ __________
I wear my heart upon my _____________
If music be the food of love, __________
If you can’t stand the heat get out of the _______________
Questions
In the film ‘The Great Escape’ what were the code names of the 3 tunnels?
Which rugby super league team have the nickname ‘The Wire’?
In music, which is the lowest male voice?
Who is the only British Prime Minister to be assassinated?
Which country`s national flag has the most colours?
How many can you get?
Name the films James Dean appeared in.

Name the top 10 sights in London

Name the most popular soup flavours in the UK
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Jokes
Job interviewer: “At the start you’ll be earning £20,000; later that will increase
to £40,000.
Me: “OK, I’ll come back later.”

As I put my car in reverse, I thought to myself...
“This takes me back.”

When my wife told me to stop impersonating a flamingo,
I had to put my foot down.

What's the longest word in the English language?
Smiles. The first and last letters are a mile apart.

You know there's no official training for bin men and women?
They just pick things up as they go along.
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Word search

Drawing Challenge
Draw:
• Something furry
• Something moving
• Peace
It’s up to you what you draw with these challenges, it can mean something
different for you than it might be for someone else.
Use different forms if you have them paint, pencils, felt tips, chalk, crayons.
These can be helpful to layer up and bring texture if they suit your drawing.
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Maths quiz
45 + 98 + 92 + 302 =
¼+¾+½+¼+¾=
If x + y = 10 and x – y = 6 what is x?
What angles are in the corners of squares?

Poetry
Make the following into a poem;
I saw the chocolate cake…..

All gooey …..

Just one crumb…..
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Maze

Word Wheel
How many words can you make with the letters from the word wheel? Each
word must use the letter in the centre of the wheel.
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Read: My Shadow by Robert Louis Stevenson
I have a little shadow that goes in and out with me,
And what can be the use of him is more than I can see.
He is very, very like me from the heels up to the head;
And I see him jump before me, when I jump into my bed.
The funniest thing about him is the way he likes to grow—
Not at all like proper children, which is always very slow;
For he sometimes shoots up taller like an india-rubber ball,
And he sometimes gets so little that there's none of him at all.
He hasn't got a notion of how children ought to play,
And can only make a fool of me in every sort of way.
He stays so close beside me, he's a coward you can see;
I'd think shame to stick to nursie as that shadow sticks to me!
One morning, very early, before the sun was up,
I rose and found the shining dew on every buttercup;
But my lazy little shadow, like an arrant sleepy-head,
Had stayed at home behind me and was fast asleep in bed.
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Caption competition
Come up with a caption for the following image, the funnier the better!
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Create a picture
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Colour
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Name the celebrity behind the glasses quiz
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Quiz Answers
Finish the saying
I haven’t slept a ____wink__________
I wear my heart upon my ____sleeve_________
If music be the food of love, ___play on_______
If you can’t stand the heat get out of the ______kitchen_________
Questions
In the film ‘The Great Escape’ what were the code names of the 3 tunnels?
Tom, Dick and Harry
Which rugby super league team have the nickname ‘The Wire’? The
Warrington Wolves
In music, which is the lowest male voice? Bass
Who is the only British Prime Minister to be assassinated? Spencer Perceval
Which country`s national flag has the most colours? Belize
How many can you get?
Name the films James Dean appeared in.
Giant, Rebel without a cause, East of Eden
Name the top 10 sights in London
Tower Bridge, London Eye, Buckingham Palace, Big Ben and Parliament,
Tower of London, Camden Market, St Paul’s Cathedral, Harrods, Trafalgar
Square, Madame Tussauds.
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Name the most popular soup flavours in the UK
Tomato, Potato and Leek, Chicken, Carrot and Coriander, Pea and ham,
Broccoli and stilton, French onion.
Maths quiz answers
45 + 98 + 92 + 302 = 537
¼+¾+½+¼+¾=2½
If x + y = 10 and x – y = 6 what is x? x = 8
What angles are in the corners of squares? 90 degree or right angles

Maze solution
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Name the celebrity behind the glasses quiz

John Lennon

Woody Allen

Elton John

Shirley Chisholm

Dame Edna Everage

Mohandas Gandhi
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Susan Sarandon

Lenny Henry
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